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East Cape climate campaigner’s
journey to defuse ‘the missile’
Initiative works to
co u nte ra ct
‘gre e nwash i ng’ by
fossil fuel industry

AKONA GWILIZA

It was a rainy July evening in
Cape Town when I made my
way to the launch of Clean
Creatives, Fossil Free SA’s cam-
paign to challenge greenwash-
ing.

I’d taken an Uber to the event
and on my way home, I sum-
marised the evening to the driv-
er as: A conversation on climate
change in SA. The driver looked
at me through his rear-view
mirror and made a comment on
global warming and an influx of
tourists visiting Cape Town es-
caping the heat in Dubai.

Fast forward a month later
and I joined Clean Creatives as a
campaigner. I had some interest
in climate change, thanks to
Greta Thunberg and friends. I’d
also met Clean Creatives cam-
paign manager Jolynn Minnaar
at the launch and remembered
watching her 2014 film Un -
earthed, a documentary on
f ra c k i n g .

Closer to home, I’d recently
spent lockdown in Zithulele in
my home province Eastern
Cape and closely followed the
story in the Daily Dispatch and
then Daily Maverick on Shell’s
seismic blasting on the Wild
Co a st .

I needed to be a part of the
solution to the climate crisis, so
I joined Fossil Free SA to work
on their Clean Creatives Cam-
paign.

On Tuesday, I was invited to
introduce Fossil Free SA’s Cli-
mate Reporting Guide at a SA
National Editors Forum (Sanef)
webinar on “Reporting on the
social and economic impact of
climate change in SA”.

The facilitator asked for my
views on carbon tax in SA. I
froze and told her I wasn’t well
versed on South African carbon
tax laws.

Embarrassed and confused, I
made peace with the fact that
it’s OK not to know everything,
as most likely the majority of
South Africans aren’t familiar
with such topics: Do you know
exactly what climate change is,
and how dangerous it is? Do
you know exactly what causes
it? If so, you are part of a very
small minority of South
Africans, according to the Hu-
man Sciences Research Coun-
cil.

Imagine a missile is headed
for SA and this missile threatens
to decimate maize crops, bring
massive floods, droughts, wild-

fires and an increased burden of
disease, in a world being hit by
other such missiles.

Imagine the United Nations
was telling us all the time about
this missile, and who sent it,
and how damaging it’s going to
be — and that we just weren’t
listening. This is in fact our
reality. The missile isn’t real —
but the damage being done by
climate change is probably
worse than a missile, because
it’s continuous, getting worse,
and will never stop, unless we
somehow stop our human
habit of pumping global-warm-
ing carbon pollution into the
atmosphere very soon.

We know exactly who has
directed this missile at us — the
fossil fuel industry that extracts
and sells coal, gas and oil.

This industry continues to
emit global warming gases even
though they have known for
over 40 years that doing so ran
the risk of causing immense
d e st r u c t i o n .

A few fossil fuel companies
have completely transformed
themselves into renewable en-

ergy companies, demonstrating
that this is possible, but most
continue to base their business
model on mass human sac-
r i f i ce.

To build public understand-
ing of this crisis, we need the
media to report ever more on
climate change, and integrate it
everywhere because it is rel-
evant, particularly energy re-
porting, but also our daily
weather forecasts and along-
side market indicators — be -
cause the amount of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere will
shape our destinies far more
than the rand-dollar exchange
rat e.

In SA and elsewhere, the fossil
fuel industry excuses their pol-
lution by claiming they want to
create jobs and end poverty. But
these are jobs based on the
destruction of other jobs, and
wealth built on creating mass
poverty: the millions of Pak-
istanis facing starvation after
climate change-accelerated
flooding hit their country this
month.

Globally, the current eco-

nomic model is based on ex-
traction and exploitation.

We need to first address this
model if we want to see climate
justice. There can’t be climate
justice without social justice.

Each and every person em-
ployed by Sasol, for example,
costs the world nearly R100m in
present and future climate
damage every year.

This is a scale of damage that
obviously far outweighs the
benefits of job creation.

Nobody who is worried
about climate change wants
anyone to lose their jobs — but
we also don’t want climate
breakdown to destroy the em-
ployment prospects of multiple
future generations.

We need to simplify the jar-
gon, make the climate crisis
relatable to our daily lives and
remember though the climate
crisis is incredibly urgent, most
South Africans are still expe-
riencing more immediate prob-
lems than the all-too-slow im-
plementation of the Paris cli-
mate accord.

It will take collective effort

and learning to prioritise cli-
mate change in our country.

As UN secretary-general An-
tónio Guterres has said: “Half of
humanity is in the danger zone,
from floods, droughts, extreme
storms and wildfires. No nation
is immune. Yet we continue to
feed our fossil fuel addiction.
We have a choice. Collective
action or collective suicide. It is
in our hands.”

But there’s an opportunity
hiding in the crisis. As Guterres
again explains: “The solutions
are clear. Inclusive and green
economies, prosperity, cleaner
air and better health are pos-
sible for all if we respond to this
crisis with solidarity and
co u ra g e. ”

Fossil Free SA is working on
the problem of disinformation
from fossil fuel companies from
multiple angles.

Our Clean Creatives pro-
gramme aims to put a stop to
the fossil fuel industry green-
washing that has led to both
journalists and the public
doubting the seriousness of cli-
mate change.

Fighting polluters in
court protects us and
our children to come
RICKY STONE

As a fourth-generation proud
son of the Eastern Cape, I often
ask myself why my career has
allowed me to form part of legal
teams that take on often seem-
ingly insurmountable chal-
lenges which culminate in
precedent-setting litigation and
legal outcomes.

I am a first-generation lawyer
raised in Qonce and trained in
Gqeberha. Is it because one of
the realities of being born so
close to the so-called indepen-
dent Ciskei homeland during
the apartheid system was that
of unquestionable unity — no
matter your colour or creed?

Is it due to early teachings by
my legal principals that, as a
young lawyer, I held a powerful
key to unlocking systemic
change in society?

Perhaps it is a combination of
these factors, or that I am mere-
ly doing the job I set out to do as
a teenager — to make a dif-
ference in my community using
the tools of legal strategy and
acting ultimately on behalf of
the whole community, both hu-
man and non-human.

The recent successful envi-
ronmental justice-themed lit-
igation in SA, such as the so-
called Shell case and the #Can-
celCoal case, are true testa-
ments to what collaborative,
unified and resilient effort can
achieve through litigation.

The sheer result of commu-
nities with an unwavering thirst
for justice taking on the Go-
liaths of the world — multi -
national energy companies and
powerful state ministries —

ably guided by legal profes-
sionals, scientists and aca-
demics, all invoking multidi-
mensional strategies was to en-
sure that justice was done and
seen to be done.

Seen, by the whole commu-
nity, which benefits significant-
ly from wins, as do future gen-
erations of members of each
species, human and non-hu-
man.

The truth is that much ex-
isting “d eve l o p m e n t ” remains
unsustainable due to the short-
sightedness of developers only
looking at the “n ow ”, and in-
ward to their existing balance
sheets, instead of focusing on
the future impacts of their
planned projects.

Do they consider whether a
perfect balance sheet is enough
to safeguard the entrenched in-
terests of future generations
that will undoubtedly only
thrive in biodiverse ecosystems
all acting and living in harmony
with equally protectable inter-
e st s?

Judging by the very real na-
tionwide ripple which resolute
coastal communities in the
Eastern Cape were able to resist
the then-imminent seismic sur-

vey explorations to be em-
barked upon by Shell across the
length and breadth of the ma-
jestic Eastern Cape oceans, it
seems clear that the resistance
against ill-thought develop-
ments imposed from the top
down is only beginning.

With renewed faith and hope
in the justice system, coastal and
inland communities, with or
without the support of pas-
sionate legal teams, will keep
taking to the streets, the cor-
ridors of parliament, the hal-
lowed lawns of the Union
Buildings, and, eventually, the
leather-and-oak infused court-
rooms across our land.

The tide has now turned, and
whether the ocean levels are
rising or not, the momentum
will be difficult to counter with-
out meaningful engagement
outside of energy-intensive pol-
icy considerations — as a good
friend likes to
tell me: “Yo u
cannot get
what you want
unless you
know what
you want”.

And it is a
fact that our
coastal com-
munities
know what
they want, and
d eve l o p e r s
and decision-
makers need to
heed their rational suggestions
for empowering development
that is seen, by those com-
munities, to respect their cul-
tural identity and practices and
enable meaningful develop-
ment and job creation.

Yet the state and multina-
tional behemoths are often a
few steps ahead, learning from
the misgivings of their past ap-
proaches to consultation and
public participation. Now one
sees energy companies exploit-
ing certain community vulner-
abilities to propose “JV” (joint
venture) styled energy devel-
opments, which arguably will
only benefit those community
members with a hand on the
brown envelope.

Our state regulators are re-
vising their consultation guide-
lines, and legal challenges on
this ground of review alone will
no longer be enough to invoke
legal strategy to challenge du-
bious developments.

But of course the mainstream
narrative of the victory in the
Shell case implies that a full
bench of the Eastern Cape high
court sitting in Makhanda set
aside an exploration right
granted as long ago as 2014 due
solely to environmental con-
cerns and the perceived or ac-
tual harms to the oceanic en-
vironment that seismic survey-
ing and gas exploration would
present. That is truly not what

the case was only about and in
essence, all purported harms
aside, the favourable judgment
was based on the decision-
m a ke r s ’ failure — in that case
the minister of mineral re-
sources and energy, Gwede
Mantashe — to conduct ad -
equate consultation with those
coastal communities them-
selves, as opposed to their
“monarchs”, who would be af-
fected by the proposed explo-
rat i o n .

The judgment was also based
on the minister’s failure to con-
sider the right to food and the
changing climatic conditions,
the gross committal of an error
of law when considering an
exploration right in the ocean
without complying with the
Integrated Coastal Manage-
ment Act. And so the bench
found that the decision was not
made in the “interests of the

whole community”.
It is plainly in these interests

— of the whole community —
that coastal and indigenous
communities and their legal
teams continue to act without
fear or favour.

They say that the road to hell
is paved with good intentions,
which is true, provided, of
course, that the road passing
such communities is not trod-
den with heavy vehicles trans-
porting toxic manganese ore
past the same communities liv-
ing and breathing hazardous
particles daily —all in the name
of development at all costs.

With some fine precedent-
setting legal victories created by
the actions of resilient com-
munities to celebrate and draw
inspiration from, many South
Africans now know that,
though the struggle continues,
the victory is certain.

Ricky Stone is a Gqerberha-based

attorney at Cullinan & Associates

Inc who has been at the forefront of

representing public opinion and

organisations opposed to industrial

mining which damages the

environment and worsens climate

breakdown. He writes this opinion

piece in his personal capacity and

on invitation. The views expressed

are his own and borne from a daily

lived experience representing

indigenous communities for almost

a decade.

Arctic cut-off-low storm did not
have that tropical whiplash
MIKE LOEWE

Climate smart people are keeping a
sharp eye out for extreme weather
outbursts — each with their own
psychotic synoptic character.

One lethal storm — dubbed “the
Bath Plug” — is the cut-off-low (COL)
pressure system.

It acts like a massive drain sucking
vast amounts of energy and moisture
from high pressure systems which cut
it off from it’s usually merry path
around the sub-arctic latitudes, hold
it and squeeze it hard.

We had one this week, but it was
relatively mild, unlike the four others
this year which killed over 460 people
in the Eastern Cape and KZN.

This week’s COL lacked the tropical
whiplash — a phenomenon linked to
ocean warming.

Severe weather meteorologist An-
gelo Ricardo de Hoorn, said that
Wednesday ’s COL lowering over the

Eastern Cape dumping snow and
rain amid gusts would not be as
i n t e n s e.

Severe Weather and Information
Centre director De Hoorn was the
only meteorologist to warn about
the 126km/h gust front which
smashed into East London on
5.30am on Monday August 8.

He told Off Track this week’s COL
had settled in over the Eastern Cape
— after the cold front left the con-
tinent on Monday.

The killer Durban COL in April was
found to be part of the climate crisis
by a global group of scientists, and
was part of the same amplified
weather patterns which caused three
more this year.

De Hoorn said an upper air trough
was dominating the weather and
was expected to “intensify into a
CO L” on Wednesday.
“Stay safe,” he said.
The World Weather Attribution

climate group found that COL-type
storms were twice as likely to happen
in coming years and each would be
eight percent more powerful.

The SA Weather Service had earlier
said they did not have enough data to
analyse the lethal Durban deluge, and
while climate change was happening,
they could not attribute the storm to
the climate crisis.

Buffalo City was hit by deluges on
January 8 and 9 in which nine people
died, and there was widespread dam-
age when a COL swung in off the
ocean and clattered into the city at
126km/h at 5.30am on Monday Au-
gust 8.

De Hoorn said this week’s COL was
not expected to be as severe and
would be colder.

The COLs earlier this year had “a
touch of the tropics” and that the
Durban deluge had morphed into a
“subtropical storm”.

In a statement on Sunday, the SA

Weather Service gave this week’s
stormy weather an orange level 6
warning — 10 is the worst — for
disruptive rain in the Eastern Cape,
flooding of settlements, roads, low
lying areas and bridges.

SAWS gave an orange level 5 warn-
ing for snow in the southern Drak-
ensberg in the Eastern Cape, mean-
ing dangerous driving conditions
and communities being cut off. Roads
would be icy and vulnerable live-
stock could die from cold in the
mountains.

SAWS predicted heavy, persistent
rain, wind, snow and low cloud.

It stated a “well-developed upper-
air trough” bringing cold and in-
stability was intensifying in the west
and would move east.

It said the rainy spell would be a
welcome relief to the “rather dry”
interior.

Thursday was expected to be rain-
f r e e.
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Finding out how and why the climate is breaking down has become a necessity for survival and protecting Earth and its life-giving ecosystem for future generations. Off Track
presents new climate voices which are, ironically — or naturally — blossoming at this time of existential crisis. Let ’s extend and deepen our discussion about the emergency
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